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ABSTRACT: Systematic experimental study is performed
about the eﬀects of chain length (varied between C8 and C18)
and concentration of fatty acids (FAc), used as cosurfactants to
the mixture of the anionic surfactant SLES and the zwitterionic
surfactant CAPB. The following properties are studied: bulk
viscosity of the concentrated solutions (10 wt % surfactants),
dynamic and equilibrium surface tensions, surface modulus,
and foam rheological properties for the diluted foaming
solutions (0.5 wt % surfactants). The obtained results show
that C8−C10 FAc induce formation of wormlike micelles in
the concentrated surfactant solutions, which leads to transformation of these solutions into viscoelastic ﬂuids with very high
apparent viscosity. The same FAc shorten the characteristic adsorption time of the diluted solutions by more than 10 times. In
contrast, C14−C18 FAc have small eﬀect on the viscosity of the concentrated solutions but increase the surface modulus above
350 mN/m, which leads to higher friction inside sheared foams and to much smaller bubbles in the formed foams. The
intermediate chain C12 FAc combines some of the properties seen with C10 FAc and other properties seen with C14 FAc. These
results clearly demonstrate how appropriate cosurfactants can be used for eﬃcient control of the rheological properties of
concentrated surfactant solutions and of some important foam attributes, such as bubble size and foam rheology.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sodium and potassium salts of fatty acids (usually termed as
“soaps”) are widely studied in literature,1−22 due to their
nontrivial surface properties and numerous applications (e.g., in
detergency and ﬂoatation). In the course of their studies,
researchers have found that the surface properties of soap
solutions depend strongly on the fatty acid (FAc) chain length
and concentration, pH of the solution, temperature, presence of
electrolytes, and so forth.1−22 Part of this complexity is coming
from the relatively high value of the eﬀective pKa of the FAc
(typically between 7 and 11, increasing with FAc chain-length)
which leads to multiple equilibria between ionized and neutral
acid-soap species.19 In addition, fatty acids and their salts have
limited solubility in water, especially at low pH, which is a
major problem in many applications. For example, the soaps
stabilize foams at relatively high pH only, around the apparent
pKa of the respective FAc, where the fatty acids are partially
soluble in water.21,22 However, in many cases, higher pH of the
solutions is not desired, with the well-known example of skin
damage in the case of personal care products.23,24
One way to use fatty acids at lower pH is to solubilize them
in the micelles of other surfactants.25−28 In our previous
studies,26,27 we used surfactant mixtures containing an anionic
surfactant (SLES) and a zwitterionic surfactant (CAPB) to
solubilize myristic and/or lauric acid. In these studies, we used
ﬁxed concentrations of all surfactant components, and showed
© 2013 American Chemical Society

that the solutions containing these long-chain fatty acids (with
14 and 12 carbon atoms) had very high surface modulus, which
had an important impact on the foam rheological properties,
foam ﬁlm drainage behavior, and bubble Ostwald ripening in
foams, generated from these solutions. The possibility to vary
the surface modulus of SLES+CAPB surfactant solutions, by
adding lauric and myristic acids, has been utilized already in
several studies by other authors to demonstrate the important
role of surface modulus on a variety of phenomena, involving
bubbles and/or foams.28−35
The current study is a direct continuation of our previous
work on this topic, with the major aim being now to clarify the
eﬀects on the surface properties of the chain length (varied
between C8 and C18) and concentration of the fatty acids,
when the latter are used as cosurfactants to the SLES+CAPB
surfactant mixture. In addition, we study more systematically
the relation between the surface properties of the foaming
solutions (e.g., kinetics of surfactant adsorption and surface
modulus) and the main attributes of the generated foams, such
as the mean bubble size in these foams, foam rheological
properties, and so forth.
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Wilhelmy plate method on tensiometer K100 (Kruss GmbH,
Germany). The dynamic surface tension of the solutions was measured
with the maximum bubble pressure method on tensiometer BP2
(Kruss GmbH, Germany). All experiments were performed at T = 20
°C.
2.4. Surface Rheological Properties of Diluted Surfactant
Solutions. The surface dilatational modulus of the surfactant
solutions was measured by the oscillating drop method on a DSA10
instrument, equipped with an ODM/EDM module (Krüss, Germany).
The principle of the method is the following: By using a piezo-driven
membrane, small oscillations are generated in the volume of a pendant
drop (hanging on a needle tip). These oscillations lead to periodical
expansions/contractions of the drop surface area: a(t) = a0 sin(ωt),
where a(t) = [A(t) − A0]/A0 is the normalized change of the surface
area around the mean area, A0, while a0 is the relative amplitude of
oscillations and ν = 2πω is the frequency of oscillations. Video images
of the oscillating drop are recorded and analyzed via the Laplace
equation of capillarity to determine the variation of the surface tension,
σ, with time. For small deformations, the variation of the surface
tension is harmonic:

To achieve these aims, we performed systematic series of
experiments with foaming solutions, containing 15 mM of the
basic surfactants (SLES+CAPB) and varied the concentration
of fatty acids in the range between 0.02 and 10 mM. The
surface properties of these solutions were characterized with
respect to the dynamic surface tension, equilibrium surface
tension, and dilatational surface modulus. All obtained results
are analyzed from the viewpoint of the structure and
composition of the formed adsorption layers.
In the course of the current study, we found that the shorter
chain fatty acids (C8Ac−C10Ac) are able to induce very strong
gelation of the concentrated stock solution of SLES+CAPB
(300 mM), while in the absence of fatty acids this solution is
Newtonian, with low viscosity. To characterize the rheological
properties of these concentrated solutions, we measured their
dynamic bulk shear moduli (G′ and G″) and their apparent
shear viscosity.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
materials and methods used. Section 3 describes the
experimental results and their discussion. Section 4 summarizes
the main results and conclusions.

σ(t ) = GSDa0 sin(ωt ) + G LDa0 cos(ωt )

(1)

where GSD is the surface storage modulus (related to surface elasticity)
and GLD is the surface loss modulus (related to surface dilatational
viscosity, μSD = GLD/ω). The total surface dilatational modulus is

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials. As in our previous studies,26 the basic surfactant
system (denoted as BS) was a mixture of the anionic surfactant sodium
dodecyl-oxyethylene ether sulfate (SLES, commercial name STEOL170, product of Stepan Co.) and the zwitterionic surfactant
cocoamidopropyl betaine, CAPB (product of Goldschmith, commercial name Tego Betaine F50). The concentration in the initially
prepared concentrated surfactant solution was 10 wt % SLES+CAPB
(approximately 300 mM), at ﬁxed weight ratio of 2:1 (corresponding
approximately to 200 mM SLES + 100 mM CAPB). The fatty acids
were added to the concentrated SLES+CAPB solutions at concentrations that varied from 0.01 to 3 wt %; depending on the FAc
molecular mass, this corresponds to the range between 0.1 and 15
mM.
The procedure for preparation of the BS+FAc mixtures was as
follows: First, we prepared stock solution of SLES+CAPB with CTOT =
10 wt %. In this concentrated solution, we dissolved the fatty acids,
applying heating and mild stirring. Caprylic acid (C8Ac, product of
Fluka), decanoic acid (C10Ac, product of Alfa Aesar), and lauric acid
(C12Ac, product of Sigma-Aldrich) were dissolved at 40 °C. Myristic
acid (C14Ac, product of Sigma-Aldrich) and palmitic acid (C16Ac,
product of Riedel-de Haen) were dissolved at 60 °C, while stearic acid
(C18Ac, product of Acros organics) was dissolved at 70 °C. These
solutions were stored at room temperature at least overnight after their
preparation, before conducting any further experiments. The bulk
rheological properties of these concentrated solutions were studied as
described in section 2.2.
The surface and foam properties were studied as described in
sections 2.3−2.8, with solutions obtained after 1:20 dilution of the
concentrated stock solution with deionized water.
2.2. Rheological Properties of the Concentrated Surfactant
Solutions. The rheological properties of the concentrated solutions
were characterized by Gemini rotational rheometer (Malvern
Instuments, U.K.), using cone-and-plate geometry, at T = 20 °C.
Two diﬀerent types of experiments were performed. In the ﬁrst type of
experiments, the shear stress as a function of the shear rate was
measured. In the second type of experiments, the storage and loss
moduli, G′ and G″, were measured, as a function of frequency of
oscillations, at 2% amplitude of shear deformation.
2.3. Viscosity, Equilibrium, and Dynamic Surface Tension of
the Diluted Surfactant Solutions. All diluted solutions were with
Newtonian rheological behavior and viscosity close to that of water.
Therefore, their viscosity, η, was measured with a thermostatted
capillary viscometer, after calibration with pure water. The equilibrium
surface tension of the foaming solutions, σ, was measured with the

G D = (GSD2 + G LD2)1/2

(2)

In these experiments, the oscillation frequency was ﬁxed at ν = 0.2
Hz, and the relative area amplitude was varied between 0.2 and 4%.
The temperature was kept constant, T = 20 °C, by using a
thermostatting chamber TA10 (Krüss, Germany).
2.5. Foam Formation and Mean Bubble Size. The foams were
prepared in a planetary mixer (Kenwood Chef Premier KMC 560,
1000 W) which has a homogenization tool with complex geometry,
specially designed for eﬃcient air entrapment (see Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information). This tool rotates around its own axis like the
conventional rotational mixer. In addition, it is attached to a disk,
which also rotates around its own axis. As a result, the homogenization
tool rotates simultaneously around two axes (see Figure S1). This
rotation resembles the movement of the earth around the sun and of
the moon around the earth, from where the term “planetary mixer”
stems. A volume of 100 mL of the foaming solution was used, and the
mixer speed was set at 4, which corresponds to rotational speed of 2
rps and shear rate ≈ 60 s−1, according to the analysis of hydrodynamic
conditions made in ref 36. After starting the tool rotation, the volume
of trapped air in the foaming solution was measured as a function of
time. After a certain period of time, the foam volume remains constant
(the air entrapment stops), despite the continuing rotation of the
homogenization tool. The rotation continued for at least 5 min after
stopping the air entrapment, to be sure that we have reached the ﬁnal
(maximal) foam volume for the given conditions. Immediately after
stopping the rotation, we collected foam samples for determination of
the mean bubble size, as described in section 2.7. All these experiments
were performed at T = 20 °C.
2.6. Foam Generation for Rheological Measurements. To
generate foam with ﬁxed air volume fraction, Φ ≈ 0.9, we used the
following procedure: First, 1 mL of surfactant solution was sucked into
a 20 mL syringe, equipped with a stainless steel needle with internal
diameter of 2.5 mm (Hamilton, cat. no. 7730-05). Then 9 mL of air
was captured in the syringe, forming a coarse foam with large bubbles.
These large bubbles were broken into much smaller bubbles, by using
a series of ejection/injection cycles of the foam through the needle. In
this way, foam containing bubbles of submillimeter diameter was
produced.
2.7. Determination of Bubble Size Distribution and Average
Bubble Size. Bubble size distribution was determined by using the
procedure of Garrett et al.37,38 The foam is spread in a small Petri dish,
and an optical triangular prism is placed on top of the plate, in direct
contact with the foam. The foam is illuminated by diﬀuse white light
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were as follows: ≈100 mM C8Ac; ≈85 mM C10Ac; ≈120 mM
C12Ac, ≈45 mM C14Ac; ≈25 mM C16Ac; and ≈20 mM
C18Ac. From these results, we can calculate the maximum
molar fraction of fatty acids, which can be solubilized in the
mixed SLES+CAPB micelles:25

through one of the prism sidewalls, whereas the foam observation is
made through the other sidewall of the prism via video camera. In the
recorded images, one sees as bright spots the wetting ﬁlms, formed
between the bubbles and the prism wall, whereas the Plateau borders
around these ﬁlms are seen as dark interconnected areas. The foam
images were processed via a shareware computer program, released by
the National Institute of Health (NIH), to determine the bubble size
distribution and the mean bubble size. The detailed procedure is
described in ref 39.
2.8. Measurement of the Viscous Friction in a Sheared
Foam. The rheological properties of the foams were characterized by
parallel-plate rheometry on a Gemini rotational rheometer (Malvern
Instuments, UK) at T = 20 °C. Sandpaper (P100) was glued on both
plates of the rheometer to suppress foam-wall slip. During an
experiment, the shear rate, γ̇, was varied logarithmically from 0.02 to
200 s−1 and the shear stress was recorded as a function of shear rate, τ
= τ(γ̇). The stress measured in this experiment is due to viscous
dissipation in the bulk of the foam. All experiments were performed by
using parallel plates with radius of 20 mm, and gap width ﬁxed at 3
mm. Control experiments at smaller gaps (down to 1.5 mm) and
stepwise change of the shear rate showed no dependence of the ﬁnal
results on these variations of the conditions.
The obtained results were described very well by Herschel-Bulkley
equation, which includes three parameters: yield stress, τ0; consistency,
k; and power-law index, n.

τ = τ0 + τV(γ )̇ = τ0 + kγ ṅ

ysat =

τ0
;
(σ /R32)

τṼ =

τV
;
(σ /R32)

(3)

Ca =

μγR
̇ 32
σ

CS + C FAc,sat

(5)

where CFAc,sat is the concentration of FAc at the threshold
concentration and CS is the total surfactant concentration (300
mM in our experiments). Taking into account25 that 100 mM
CAPB contains 12.4 mM coco fatty acids (which includes 1.48
mM C8Ac, 1.08 mM C10Ac, 6.65 mM C12Ac, 1.98 mM
C14Ac, 0.83 mM C16Ac, and 0.37 mM C18Ac), for the SLES
+CAPB mixture we found that ysat ≈ 0.25 for C8Ac, ≈0.22 for
C10Ac, ≈0.29 for C12Ac, ≈0.13 for C14Ac, ≈0.077 for C16Ac,
and ≈0.063 for C18Ac. These values are in a very good
agreement with the results reported by Tzocheva et al.25 for the
solubilization limit of these fatty acids in the micelles of the
individual surfactants, SLES and CAPB.
Interestingly, the above results show that C12Ac can be
solubilized to the largest extent, as compared to the other fatty
acids with shorter and longer chain lengths. These results
demonstrate the existence of an optimal chain length,
corresponding to a better packing of C12Ac in the micelles
of CAPB and SLES.
We observed that the addition of C8Ac or C10Ac to 300 mM
BS solution increased signiﬁcantly the viscosity of these
solutions and induced their gelation. To characterize the
viscoelastic properties of these concentrated solutions, we
measured the solution shear stress, as a function of shear rate.
Below certain concentration of FAc, the solution rheological
properties were of Newtonian type, and from the slope of the
line stress versus rate of strain we determined the viscosity of
these solutions. Above a certain FAc concentration, the curve
for stress versus rate of strain diﬀered signiﬁcantly from the
linear dependence and acquired the features, characterizing
solutions of entangled wormlike micelles. Namely, the shear
stress increased linearly with the shear rate, at low shear rates,
followed by a wide plateau where the shear stress remained
almost constant with the further increase of the shear rate.44−52
As an illustration of this behavior, we show in Figure 1 the
obtained results for the apparent viscosity, as a function of the
shear rate, for BS+C8Ac solutions with diﬀerent FAc
concentrations. One sees that the viscosity is very low at the

Here τ is the total shear stress and τV is the rate-dependent component
which will be termed for brevity “the viscous stress”. As discussed in
literature,40−43 it is appropriate to scale the yield stress and the viscous
stress by the bubble capillary pressure, PC ∼ σ/R32, whereas the
dimensionless shear rate is represented by the capillary number, Ca:

τ0̃ =

C FAc,sat

(4)

Here τ̃0 is dimensionless yield stress, τ̃V is dimensionless viscous stress,
and R32 is mean volume-surface radius, while σ is surface tension and μ
is viscosity of the foaming solution.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental results are described in the following order:
The results about the rheological properties of the concentrated
solutions are presented in section 3.1. The surface properties of
the diluted solutions are described in section 3.2. In section 3.3,
we describe the eﬀects of fatty acids on the foam formation,
mean bubble size, and foam rheological properties. Section 3.4
is a brief discussion of the relation between the surface
properties of the studied solutions and the properties of the
foams, generated from these solutions.
3.1. Rheological Properties of the Concentrated
Surfactant Solutions. Concentrated solutions, containing
300 mM BS (200 mM SLES + 100 mM CAPB) and fatty acids
of diﬀerent concentrations, were prepared as described in
section 2.1. Depending on the fatty acid concentration and
chain length, these solutions appeared diﬀerent in two aspects:
(1) turbidity and (2) rheological properties. Because these two
characteristics of the concentrated solutions are important to
understand the behavior of the diluted foaming solutions, we
quantiﬁed them using several tests.
The turbidity of the solutions was evaluated by using their
visual appearance. We observed a threshold concentration of
the fatty acids, above which the turbidity increased very steeply,
due to the formation of small droplets (for C8Ac and C10Ac)
or crystallites of fatty acids (for the other fatty acids). The
threshold concentrations, indicating the solubilization limits of
the respective acids in the concentrated SLES+CAPB solutions,

Figure 1. Apparent viscosity as a function of shear rate of micellar
solutions of 10 wt % BS only (red circles) and in the presence of C8Ac
of various concentrations, as indicated in the ﬁgure.
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the long chain fatty acids probably lead to formation of smaller
micelles.
To characterize further the rheological properties of the
viscoelastic solutions, we performed oscillatory measurements
with BS+C8Ac and BS+C10Ac solutions, at 1 wt % fatty acid.
Figure 3A shows the results for G′ and G″ as functions of the

lowest C8Ac concentration (0.1 wt %) and is practically
independent of the shear rate (Newtonian behavior). At higher
C8Ac concentrations, the apparent viscosity remains constants
at low shear rates and starts to decrease monotonically with the
further increase of the shear rate (semi-Newtonian behavior).
In the concentration range between 0.7 and 1.5 wt % C8Ac, the
samples are gel-like with very high viscoelasticity. It should be
mentioned that the solution of 1.5 wt % C8Ac is turbid, but
homogeneous; no phase separation was observed in this sample
during shelf-storage at room temperature for 1 month. Along
with increasing the zero-shear viscosity in the plateau region,
the critical shear rate, γ̇C, at which the zero-shear viscosity starts
to decrease, diminishes with the increase of C8Ac concentration in the micellar solution. The shear thinning above γ̇C is
explained in the literature44−52 by alignment of the wormlike
micelles along the ﬂow, when the ﬂuid deformation is faster
than the characteristic time for restoring the equilibrium
network structure of the micellar solution.49
To compare all solutions studied, we determined their zeroshear viscosities and plotted them in Figure 2, as a function of

Figure 2. Apparent shear viscosity as a function of fatty acid
concentration in 10 wt % BS solution for C8Ac (blue squares), C10Ac
(red circles), C12Ac (green triangles), and C14Ac (pink diamonds).

Figure 3. (A) G′ (full symbols) and G″ (empty symbols) as a function
of oscillation frequency for 10 wt % BS + 1 wt % C8Ac (blue squares)
and 10 wt % BS + 1 wt % C10Ac (red circles). (B) Cole−Cole plot for
the same systems. The curves represent theoretical calculations from
ref 55.

FAc concentration. One should mention that the solutions,
containing C12Ac at CFAc ≤ 0.3 wt % and C14Ac at all studied
FAc concentrations, behaved as Newtonian ﬂuids at shear rates
above 10 s−1 and these values are plotted in Figure 2. We did
not perform experiments with solutions, in which phase
separation was observed upon shelf storage; therefore, some
of the curves in Figure 2 are incomplete.
One sees from the results shown in Figure 2 that η0 initially
increases exponentially with the increase of C8Ac and C10Ac
concentrations and passes through a maximum at CFAc = 1 wt
%, with maximum values of 55 Pa·s for C8Ac and to 5 Pa·s for
C10Ac. These values are 3−4 orders of magnitude higher than
the viscosity of the original BS solution without fatty acids (6.6
mPa·s). The highest viscosity for BS+C12Ac solutions (≈1
Pa·s) was measured at CFAc of 1.5 wt %, while the further
increase of C12Ac concentration led to formation of
precipitate. The addition of C14Ac to BS solution increased
the viscosity around 3 times only (16 vs 6.6 mPa·s). Therefore,
the fatty acid chain length has a crucial role for the observed
eﬀect on the rheological properties of the concentrated BS
solutions. The signiﬁcant decrease of the maximum zero
viscosity, while increasing the fatty acid chain length, means
that C8 and C10 fatty acids lead to formation of entangled
wormlike micelles (see the further explanations below), while

frequency of oscillations, at 2% shear deformation. One sees
that the systems behave as liquidlike (G″ > G′) at low
oscillation frequency. However, at higher oscillation frequency,
G′ becomes larger than G″. From the crossover of G′ and G″,
we determined the characteristic frequency, ωR, which can be
used to determine the relaxation time of network restructuring,
tR = 1/ωR. From the experimental data, we determined tR ≈ 5 s
for BS+C8Ac and tR ≈ 0.7 s for BS+C10Ac solutions.
The viscoelastic behavior of solutions of entangled micelles is
described by the Cates model,53,54 which considers two
processes of stress relaxation: “reptation” and “reversible
scission” of the micelles. These two processes are associated
with two characteristic times: reptation time, trep, and breaking
time, tbr. At low frequency of oscillation, these micellar
solutions are predicted to obey the Maxwell model, with a
single combined relaxation time of TR = (treptbr)1/2. At high
frequency of oscillation, the rheological response of the
wormlike micelles deviates from the Maxwell model. To
check whether our systems have the rheological response of this
class of systems, we plotted the experimental data from the
oscillatory experiments in a Cole−Cole plot; see Figure 3B.
This plot shows that, indeed, the experimental data deviate
from the theoretical curve at high oscillation frequencies. Such
behavior was observed experimentally before47 with micellar
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solutions of the cationic surfactant CTAB, in the presence of
the electrolyte KBr, and was explained theoretically by the
extended model of Turner and Cates.50 This model allows one
to calculate the stress relaxation modulus at diﬀerent ratios of
the breaking and reptation times, ζ̅ = tbr/TR. It was shown50
that, at small ζ̅, the stress relaxation is exponential and the
system behaves as a Maxwell ﬂuid, whereas at higher ζ̅ a
deviation from the exponential Maxwellian relaxation is
observed.55 By comparing our experimental data in Figure 3B
with the theoretical results, presented in ref 52 at diﬀerent ζ̅, we
can estimate that ζ̅ = tbr/TR ≈ 1.23 for BS+C8Ac and ≈10.2 for
BS+C10Ac systems, which explains the observed deviations
from the Maxwell behavior of these systems. The value of TR
can be estimated from the ratio of η0 and Ge. For BS+C8Ac, TR
≈ 0.5 s, and for BS+C10Ac TR ≈ 0.14 s. Therefore, we can
estimate that the breaking time is tbr ≈ 0.6 s and trep ≈ 0.4 s for
BS+C8Ac micelles, whereas tbr ≈ 1.4 s and trep ≈ 0.01 s for BS
+C10Ac micelles.
The main conclusions from this series of experiments are as
follows: C12Ac has the highest solubility and C18Ac has the
lowest solubility in SLES+CAPB micelles, compared to the
other fatty acids studied. The shorter chains C8Ac and C10Ac
induce strong gelation of 10 wt % SLES+CAPB solution, and
increase the apparent viscosity of these solutions by 3−4 orders
of magnitude. The rheological behavior of these solutions is
typical for solutions containing entangled wormlike micelles,
whereas a weaker network is formed when fatty acids with
longer chain lengths are used. The zero-shear viscosity for given
fatty acid passes through a maximum, when the concentration
of fatty acid is increased, and this maximum appears soon
before the FAc precipitates out the micelles.
3.2. Surface Properties. In this section, we present
experimental results about the equilibrium surface tension
(section 3.2.1), dynamic surface tension (section 3.2.2), and
surface modulus (section 3.2.3) of the diluted micellar
solutions.
We should note that all diluted surfactant solutions (15 mM
BS ± FAc) were of Newtonian type, with viscosity very close to
that of water, ≈1 mP·s. Also, all clear concentrated solutions
remained clear after dilution, while all turbid concentrated
solutions gave translucent or opaque diluted solutions.
3.2.1. Equilibrium Surface Tension. The equilibrium surface
tension of the diluted solutions was measured by Wilhelmy
plate method at T = 20 °C. All solutions contained 15 mM BS
surfactants (2:1 SLES+CAPB), whereas the concentration of
FAc was varied between 0.02 and 10 mM. The obtained results
for the equilibrium surface tension, σeq, are compared in Figure
4. The upper horizontal line represents the surface tension of
the original 15 mM BS solution without fatty acids added, σeq ≈
28.3 ± 0.4 mN/m. Note that 15 mM BS is approximately 30
times above the CMC ≈ 0.5 mM of this surfactant mixture.
One sees from Figure 4 that all fatty acids studied are able to
decrease σeq below 28.3 mN/m. The largest decrease is
observed when C12Ac, C14Ac or C16Ac is added. These fatty
acids are able to decrease σeq down to 22 ± 0.2 mN/m, which is
the typical value for the hydrocarbon−air interface.55 The
concentration required to reach this very low surface tension is
≈1 mM for C14Ac, 1.5 mM for C16Ac, and 7.5 mM for
C12Ac. The higher concentration of C12Ac, required to reach
σeq ≈ 22 mN/m, is related to the higher solubility of this fatty
acid in the surfactant micelles, as described in section 3.1 above.
C8Ac and C10Ac are also able to decrease signiﬁcantly the
surface tension of BS solution, but it remains higher than that

Figure 4. Equilibrium surface tension as a function of fatty acid
concentration for fatty acids with diﬀerent chain lengths, as indicated
in the ﬁgure. All experiments are performed with 15 mM SLES+CAPB
at 2:1 ratio, at T = 20 °C.

of solutions containing C12Ac to C16Ac. The minimal surface
tensions obtained in 15 mM BS + 10 mM of C10Ac and C8Ac
are 23.6 and 24.6 mN/m, respectively. Therefore, the shorter
fatty acids lead to higher equilibrium surface tension in the
triple solution, which indicates poorer packing inside the
equilibrium adsorption layers (note that these fatty acids have
lower solubility in the micellar solutions than C12Ac).
Interestingly, we observed that C18Ac is less eﬃcient to
decrease σeq, compared to C12−C16 fatty acids; see Figure 4.
In fact, the eﬀect of C18Ac is comparable to that of C8Ac up to
2 mM. However, as shown in section 3.2.2 below, the kinetics
of adsorption for C8Ac and C18Ac is very diﬀerent, which
indicates that the observed similar eﬀect on σeq is a coincidence
(compensation of diﬀerent eﬀects).
In our previous study56 we explained the surface tension
decrease by C14Ac with the formation of mixed adsorption
layer of SLES, CAPB, and C14Ac on the solution surface. This
explanation is in a good agreement with the results presented in
the current study as well. The fact that the largest eﬀect on σeq
is seen with C12−C16Ac can be explained with the formation
of mixed adsorption layers, in which these fatty acids have
comparable chain length to that of the main surfactants; see
Figure S2 for the chemical structure of these surfactants. The
fact that C18Ac cannot decrease eﬃciently the surface tension
suggests that these molecules are not incorporated well in the
mixed adsorption layer (they are too long). Note that if the
adsorption layer was exclusively formed from fatty acids (i.e.,
composed of molecules with the same chain length), we would
expect C18Ac to build a compact homogeneous layer and to
have similar eﬀect as C14Ac with σeq around 22 mN/m.
The main conclusions from these series of experiments are as
follows: Mixed adsorption layer of SLES, CAPB, and fatty acid
are formed on the surface of BS+FAc solutions. These mixed
adsorption layers have much lower surface tension than the
surface tension of the individual fatty acids and of the mixed
adsorption layer of SLES+CAPB (without fatty acids). The
most eﬃcient in decreasing the surface tension are C12−C16
fatty acids, which are able to decrease σeq down to 22 mN/m
(the typical value for the hydrocarbon−water interface).
3.2.2. Dynamic Surface Tension. We measured the dynamic
surface tension, σ(t), of a series of BS+FAc solutions at
diﬀerent FAc concentrations, as described in section 2.3. The
obtained results showed that C16Ac−C18Ac practically do not
aﬀect σ(t) of the BS solution (data not shown), whereas the
shorter fatty acids have a noticeable eﬀect; see Figure 5. The
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σ = σeq +

Sσ
1
aσ 1 + t /a 2
u σ

(6)

where tu is the universal surface age, sσ/aσ represents the
diﬀerence between the initial and the equilibrium surface
tensions, and aσ2 is the characteristic adsorption time.
The curves shown in Figure 5 represent the best ﬁts to the
experimental data by eq 6 which contains two adjustable
parameters (sσ and aσ). It should be mentioned that the ﬁts are
particularly good for the solutions containing C8Ac and C10Ac
acids; the entire curves (including the long-term asymptotics to
σeq) are described very well by eq 6.
For the solutions containing longer fatty acids, C12Ac−
C18Ac, we observed not very large but systematic deviation of
the curves from the experimental points at long times. This
deviation is most probably due to the formation of surface
condensed phase in the mixed adsorption layers, at suﬃciently
long surface age. On the other hand, at shorter times, the
solutions of BS+C14Ac, BS+C16Ac, and BS+C18Ac had
dynamic surface tension practically coinciding with that of the
BS solution.
The thus determined characteristic adsorption times are
compared in Figure 6 for the fatty acids studied. One sees that

Figure 6. Characteristic adsorption time as determined from the best
ﬁts of experimental for σ(t) by eq 6 as a function of FAc concentration
in the mixture. All solutions contain 15 mM BS.

Figure 5. Dynamic surface tension for 15 mM BS solutions in
presence of diﬀerent concentrations of (A) C8Ac, (B) C10Ac, and (C)
C12Ac as indicated in the ﬁgures. The points are experimental data,
whereas the curves are the best ﬁts according to eq 6.

the characteristic time decreases from 3.3 ms for BS down to
0.3 ms in the presence of 5.2 mM C8Ac in the surfactant
mixture. The characteristic time decreases even steeper upon
addition of C10Ac; see Figure 6. On the other hand, the longchain fatty acids (C14−C18) do not aﬀect signiﬁcantly the
characteristic adsorption time of the BS solution, which
indicates that the main surfactants adsorb ﬁrst from these
mixtures (without their adsorption kinetics being aﬀected by
the FAc) and the long chain fatty acids adsorb afterward.
Intermediate behavior is observed for C12Ac.
From this series of experiments, we can conclude that C8−
C10Ac shorten signiﬁcantly the characteristic adsorption time
of BS solution, whereas the long-chain fatty acids C14−C16Ac
do not aﬀect this time. The intermediate in chain length C12Ac
is able to decrease both the characteristic adsorption time and
the equilibrium surface tension of BS solution.
3.2.3. Surface Rheological Properties. The surface rheological properties of BS and BS+FAc solutions at CFAc = 1.1 and
3.75 mM for C8Ac−C12Ac were characterized, at 5 s periods of
oscillation and surface deformation varied between 0.3 and 2%.
The obtained results are shown in Figure 7. One sees that the
surface modulus of the C8Ac-containing solution, at 1.1 mM

largest eﬀect at shorter times is observed with C8Ac and
C10Ac, whereas C12Ac has signiﬁcant eﬀect at longer times.
Therefore, the ﬁrst important conclusion from these experiments is that the shorter fatty acids (C8Ac−C12Ac) decrease
signiﬁcantly the dynamic surface tension of BS solution,
whereas the longer chain fatty acids, C14−C18, which decrease
signiﬁcantly the equilibrium surface tension of BS solution,
practically do not aﬀect σ(t) at short adsorption times.
To quantify the eﬀect of fatty acids on the adsorption
kinetics, we determined the characteristic adsorption time from
σ(t). For this purpose, the MBPM data were processed in the
following way:57 (1) We plotted the dynamic surface tension as
a function of the so-called “universal” surface age, tu, by
applying the correction factor for the used MBPM instrument:
tu = tage/37. (2) We ﬁtted the experimental data by the
asymptotic equation, proposed in ref 57, for not-too-short
adsorption times:
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Figure 7. Surface modulus as determined via the ODM module for
solutions containing diﬀerent fatty acids at two diﬀerent concentrations as indicated in the ﬁgure.

FAc, is the same as that for BS solution, whereas the surface
modulus decreases from 3 to 1 mN/m at the higher C8Ac
concentration (3.75 mM). Similar eﬀect was observed for
C10Ac, even at the lower C10Ac concentration studied.
Signiﬁcantly higher surface modulus was determined, GD ≈
100 mN/m, for the solutions containing the longer fatty acid
C12Ac (at both concentrations studied, 1.1 and 3.75 mM). The
further increase of the FAc chain length leads to a rapid
increase of the surface modulus and the latter becomes higher
than 700 mN/m, when C16Ac is added to the BS surfactant
mixture. However, the longest fatty acid, C18Ac, leads to lower
surface modulus (120 mN/m).
Concluding, the surface modulus of BS+FAc solutions passes
through a high maximum around C16Ac, when the fatty acid
chain length is varied.
3.3. Foam Properties. In this section, we present
experimental results about the mean bubble size (section
3.3.1) and rheological properties of the foams (section 3.3.2),
generated from the studied surfactant mixtures.
3.3.1. Bubble Size in the Formed Foams. The experimental
results for the foam volume, as a function of the mixing time,
for 15 mM BS with and without 1 mM FAc are compared in
Figure S3. The curves consist of three well-deﬁned regions: (1)
initial fast increase of the foam volume with time; (2) slower
further increase of foam volume, and (3) plateau region where
the foam volume remains constant, despite the continuing
shearing of the system.
The ﬁnal foam (in the plateau region) was characterized by
its volume and by the mean size of the formed bubbles. To
quantify the kinetics of foam formation, for each system, we
determined the time required for formation of a foam with air
volume fraction of 0.89, tΦ=0.89. This particular air volume
fraction was chosen because it corresponds to the maximal air
volume fraction which can be reached with C14Ac present in
the solution; see Figure S3 (the other solutions give higher air
volume fraction).
The experimental results for the characteristic foaming time,
tΦ=0.89, and the mean volume-surface radius in the plateau
region, R32, are compared in Figure 8 for two molar
concentrations of the fatty acids (1 mM and 3.5 mM). One
sees that C8Ac and C10Ac increase noticeably the rate of foam
generation, when compared to the BS solution, especially at the
higher concentration studied. The eﬀect of C12Ac on the rate
of foam formation depends signiﬁcantly on its concentration;
see Figure 8. At low concentration (1 mM), C12Ac increases
slightly the rate of foam generation, whereas at 3.5 mM the
same fatty acid decreases signiﬁcantly the rate of foam

Figure 8. Characteristics of foams formed in the mixer at 2 rps from
150 mL of 15 mM BS in the presence of 1.1 mM (red circles) and 3.5
mM (blue squares) of diﬀerent fatty acids as indicated in the ﬁgure:
(top) time required to form foams with air volume fraction of 0.89;
(bottom) mean bubble size in the ﬁnal foam.

generation. This eﬀect is even more pronounced with respect
to the ﬁnal volume of the formed foam. At 1 mM C12Ac, the
ﬁnal foam volume is slightly lower than that for the BS solution
while the mean bubble size is similar to that of BS; see Figure 8,
bottom. However, at higher C12Ac concentration, the mean
bubble size decreases from 220 down to 130 μm, which is
accompanied with a signiﬁcant reduction of the ﬁnal foam
volume, from 2.4 L down to 1.3 L (i.e., almost twice). A similar
eﬀect was observed when C14Ac and C16Ac were used as
cosurfactants, even at the low concentration of 1 mM.
From these series of experiments, we can conclude that C8Ac
and C10Ac lead to faster foam formation, while the mean
bubble size and the ﬁnal foam volume are not aﬀected for
foams generated in a planetary mixer, under ﬁxed hydrodynamic conditions. C14Ac and C16Ac fatty acids, which
induce phase transition in the adsorption layer, decrease
signiﬁcantly the mean bubble size in the formed foams, but
decrease as well the maximum volume of the generated foam.
The longest studied fatty acid (C18Ac) has no signiﬁcant eﬀect
on the rate of foam generation, but this fatty acid can decrease
to some extent the mean bubble size and the ﬁnal foam volume.
At low concentration (1 mM), C12Ac can increase slightly the
rate of foam generation without changing the maximum foam
volume and mean bubble size, whereas at higher concentration
(3.75 mM) it behaves similarly to C14Ac and C16Ac.
3.3.2. Foam Rheology. The rheological properties of the
foams, generated by the procedure described in section 2.8
above, were also measured. All foams in this series of
experiments had the same air volume fraction of 0.9. The
obtained results for the dimensionless viscous stress, as a
function of the capillary number, are compared in Figure 9. As
seen from these results, the viscous friction in the foams
containing C12Ac−C18Ac is aﬀected strongly by the high
surface modulus of the respective foaming solutions. No eﬀect
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(SLES and CAPB) exchange more rapidly with the surrounding
solution and with the surface. At the current moment, we
cannot discard completely either of these explanations;
however, the accumulated results favor strongly the second
explanation (BS micelles perturbed by the FAc). For example,
the fact that a very strong eﬀect of C8Ac and C10Ac is
observed at rather low concentrations of these acids (0.2 mM
FAc in 15 mM BS surfactants) indicates that the observed eﬀect
cannot be explained simply by the presence of more molecules
(those of the fatty acids) able to adsorb on the surface. In
addition, the results with the concentrated BS solutions show
that even a very small fraction of C8AC and C10Ac in the
mixture (1:50 by weight, which corresponds to molar ratio of
1:25) is suﬃcient to perturb strongly the micelle structure and
the resulting viscosity of the concentrated micellar solutions;
see Figure 2.
(2) At longer times, mixed adsorption layer of SLES+CAPB
+FAc is formed on the solution surface, which is characterized
with lower equilibrium surface tension than that of the BS
solution. The long-chain fatty acids C14−C16Ac induce a
phase transition in the mixed adsorption layers, with the
formation of surface condensed phase, leading to surface with
very high surface modulus. The short chain fatty acids are
unable to induce surface phase transition at room temperature
and, as a consequence, the surface modulus of the respective
solutions is very low. For C12Ac and C18Ac, the surface
modulus is intermediate, which shows that these fatty acids
induce phase transition, but are less eﬃcient in forming well
packed adsorption layers.
To understand the observed relations between the surface
properties of the studied solutions and their foaming properties,
one should consider the two subprocesses of the overall
foaming process, namely, the air entrapment, which deﬁnes the
ﬁnal volume of the formed foam, and the bubble breakage
(subdivision into smaller bubbles), which deﬁnes the bubble
size distribution in the ﬁnal foam. At lower surfactant
concentrations, two additional processes could become

Figure 9. Dimensionless viscous stress as a function of capillary
number for foams formed from various BS+FAc mixtures as indicated
in the ﬁgure. All foams are with air volume fraction of 0.9.

of the fatty acids is seen for BS+C8Ac and BS+C10Ac
solutions, which have low surface modulus.
Thus, we reconﬁrm our previous conclusion56 that the foams
formed from solutions with surface modulus higher than ca.
100 mN/m exhibit much higher dimensionless foam friction, as
compared to the solutions with lower surface modulus.
3.4. Discussion of the Relations between the Surface
and Foam Properties. Combining all information from the
performed experiments, we can draw the following schematic
representation of the composition of the adsorption layers at
short and long adsorption times (see Figure 10):
(1) At short times, the surfactants present in the solutions
containing intermediate chain fatty acids (C8Ac, C10Ac, and
C12Ac) adsorb rapidly on the bubble surface and decrease
signiﬁcantly the dynamic surface tension of BS solution. There
are two possible mechanisms for this eﬀect of the FAc on
dynamic surface tension: (a) The FAc themselves adsorb very
rapidly on the surface, thus decreasing faster the surface
tension, or (b) the solubilized FAc perturb the micelles of the
main surfactants, and as a result, the main surfactant molecules

Figure 10. Schematic presentation of the adsorption layers for BS+FAc at (A) short and (B) long time scales.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Systematic experiments, aimed to clarify the eﬀects of fatty acid
chain length and concentration, on the bulk, surface, and
foaming properties of SLES+CAPB+FAc solutions were
performed. The main results from these experiments could
be summarized as follows:
(1) Fatty acid molecules with 8 and 10 carbon atoms induce
faster adsorption of the main surfactants (SLES and CAPB) on
the bubble surface during foaming. As a consequence, these
cosurfactants strongly decrease the dynamic surface tension.
The same fatty acids induce formation of wormlike micelles in
the concentrated BS solutions, which leads to an increase of the
apparent solution viscosity by 3 orders of magnitude (as
compared to the concentrated surfactant solution without any
fatty acids).
(2) Fatty acid molecules with 14 and 16 carbon atoms, which
are comparable to the chain length of the main surfactants
(SLES and CAPB), have small eﬀect on the viscosity of the
concentrated solutions. However, these fatty acids induce
surface phase transition in the adsorption layer, and, as a
consequence, these molecules decrease the equilibrium surface
tension down to 22 mN/m, increase the surface modulus above
350 mN/m, and increase the friction inside sheared foams. Due
to the increased foam friction, the mean bubble size in the
formed foams is smaller and the foaminess of the solutions is
lower.
(3) Fatty acid with 12 carbon atoms has the highest solubility
in BS surfactant micelles. With respect to the other properties,
this fatty acid combines some of the properties seen with
C10Ac and other properties seen with C14Ac. For example, it
decreases the characteristic adsorption time as C10Ac does,
while it decreases the equilibrium surface tension down to 22
mN/m, similarly to C14Ac. Solutions containing C12Ac lead to
foams containing smaller bubbles, as compared to the foaming
solution without fatty acids.
(4) Fatty acid with 18 carbon atoms has the lowest solubility
in the mixed SLES+CAPB surfactant micelles. This fatty acid
can induce surface phase transition in the adsorption layer and,
therefore, increase the surface modulus of the solutions.
However, it does not aﬀect the characteristic adsorption time
and is not very eﬃcient in decreasing the equilibrium surface
tension. As a consequence, this fatty acid has no signiﬁcant
impact on the foaminess of the surfactant solution, but it has
signiﬁcant eﬀect on the mean bubble size and on the foam
rheological properties.
The outlined relations between the surface properties
(dynamic surface tension and surface modulus) and the foam
properties (mean bubble size, viscous friction, and foam
volume) seem to be general, as far as the bubble coalescence
in the foams is suppressed. Therefore, we expect these relations
to be observed in other foaming systems, stabilized by diﬀerent
surfactants.

important: bubble−atmosphere coalescence, which would aﬀect
the foam volume, and bubble−bubble coalescence, which
would aﬀect the bubble size distribution. However, all foaming
experiments in the current study were performed at suﬃciently
high concentration of the main surfactants SLES+CAPB, so
that the coalescence processes are suppressed.
All our results comply with the following coherent picture
relating the two main surface properties, dynamic surface
tension and surface modulus, with the foaming properties:
As shown in literature59,60 the volume of the generated foam
usually increases with the decrease of the dynamic surface
tension of the foaming solution. This relation is typically
explained with the easier expansion of the air−water interface
upon agitation of the system, which allows bigger bubbles to be
trapped in the initial stage of the foaming process.
Conceptually, the addition of long-chain fatty acids in the
surfactant mixture, which increase the surface modulus of the
solution, may reduce the foam volume (as observed in our
experiments) by two diﬀerent mechanisms. First, the expanding
surfaces may have higher dynamic surface tension, thus
hindering the surface expansion and the related air entrapment
process during foaming. However, the measurements of the
dynamic surface tension and of the characteristic adsorption
time (Figure 6) showed that the long-chain fatty acids do not
increase the dynamic surface tension of the foaming solutions,
thus ruling out this mechanism.
The second possible mechanism is based on the experimental
observation that the foams made from solutions with high
surface modulus demonstrate higher viscous friction at
otherwise equivalent conditions (e.g., at same bubble volume
fraction and shear rate); see Figure 9, for example. Current
detailed study of the foaming process in a planetary mixer
showed58 that, at a given shear rate during foaming, the air
entrapment stops at a certain eﬀective viscosity of the foam. In
the context of our analysis, this result means that the reduced
foam volume (viz. the reduced bubble volume fraction) in the
presence of C14−C18 FAc compensates for the increased foam
viscous friction, caused by the higher surface modulus of the
foamed solution.
The observed signiﬁcant eﬀect of C12−C16Ac on the mean
bubble size was investigated and explained in ref 28. It was
shown28 that the higher viscous friction in foams, generated
from solutions with high surface modulus, leads to formation of
smaller bubbles after foam shearing at given shear rate. The
explanation of this eﬀect is rather straightforward: the higher
viscous stress in the sheared foams (at given shear rate) leads to
more eﬃcient breakage of the bubbles. As shown in ref 28, this
relation could be expressed via the critical dimensionless ratio
of the foam viscous stress on the bubble capillary pressure, τFV/
(σ/RB); the experiments showed that the bigger bubbles in
sheared foams, for which this ratio is larger than ca. 0.40, would
rapidly break into smaller bubbles. Therefore, increasing τFV
(by adding long-chain FAc), we are able to break smaller
bubbles at the same shear rate in the planetary mixer.
Thus, we see that the primary eﬀect of the long-chain FAc is
to increase the viscous friction in the sheared foams which, in
turn, has two important consequences: the air entrapment
process is hindered at lower bubble volume fraction (thus
reducing the ﬁnal foam volume), and the initially entrapped
large bubbles are broken into smaller bubbles, thus reducing the
average bubble size at the end of the foaming process.
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Figure with scheme of (A) Planetary mixer, Kenwood Chef
Premier KMC 560, 1000 W. (B) Mixing tool of planetary
mixer. (C) Axes of rotation of the mixing tools. Figure with
molecular structures of CAPB and SLES. Experimental results
for the foam volume, as a function of time, for foams formed in
the planetary mixer at 2 rps, from 150 mL of 15 mM BS (black
empty circles) and in the presence of 1.1 mM of diﬀerent fatty
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